
Professor Derrick Bell of the University of Washington Law
School  shown  in  his  of�ce  January  30,  1980.    His
philosophical writings in the 1970s and early 1980s led to
the  development  of  the  critical  race  theory.  (AP  Photo,
used with permission from The Associated Press)

Critical race theory (CRT) is a movement that

challenges the ability of conventional legal strategies

to deliver social and economic justice and speci�cally

calls for legal approaches that take into consideration

race as a nexus of American life.

The movement champions many of the same concerns

as the civil rights movement but places those concerns

within a broader economic and historical context. It

often elevates the equality principles of the Fourteenth

Amendment above the liberty principles of the First

Amendment.

Scholars develop critical race theory after civil rights advances were reversed

CRT has its underpinnings in the philosophical writings of Derrick Bell in the 1970s and early 1980s. It was

born out of the realization by legal scholars, lawyers, and activists that many of the advances of the civil rights

era had stopped and in some circumstances were being reversed.

Early on, legal scholars, including Bell, Alan Freemen, and Richard Delgado, began developing alternative

legal theories and frameworks for combating racial inequality. Their approaches combined various other

theoretical positions, among them critical legal studies, critical theory, feminist theory, postmodernism, and

cultural studies.

Some of the basic tenets of CRT rest on the belief that racism is a fundamental part of American society, not

simply an aberration that can be easily corrected by law; that any given culture constructs its own social
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Hate speech is currently still protected by the First
Amendment. CRT scholars have critiqued this protection

and the ideology driving it. Early on, these scholars
focused primarily on the question of hate speech codes on

college campuses and later moved on to review laws and
court opinions concerning the broader societal regulation
of hate speech. In this photo, protestors shout down White

Nationalist Richard Spencer during a speech Thursday,
Oct. 19, 2017, at the University of Florida in Gainesville,

Fla. (AP Photo/Chris O'Meara, used with permission from
The Associated Press.)

reality in its own self-interest, and in the United States this means that minorities’ interests are subservient

to the system’s self-interest; and that the current system, built by and for white elites, will tolerate and

encourage racial progress for minorities only if this promotes the majority’s self-interest.

In 1989 CRT became a uni�ed movement at the �rst annual Workshop on Critical Race Theory. Other notable

scholars from the original movement include Kimberle Crenshaw, Angela Harris, Charles Lawrence, Mari

Matsuda, and Patricia Williams. Today CRT has expanded beyond its legal studies foundations into the �elds

of education, political science, American studies, and ethnic studies. It also has produced several offshoots,

including critical white studies, Latino critical race studies, Asian American critical race studies, American

Indian critical race studies, and critical queer studies.

First Amendment can serve to preserve racial status quo, CRT scholars say

CRT scholars have critiqued many of the assumptions that they believe constitute the ideology of the First

Amendment. For example, instead of helping to achieve healthy and robust debate, the First Amendment

actually serves to preserve the inequities of the status quo; there can be no such thing as an objective or

content neutral interpretation in law in general or of the First Amendment in particular; some speech should

be viewed in terms of the harm it causes, rather than all speech being valued on the basis of it being speech;

and there is no “equality” in “freedom” of speech.

In terms of the First Amendment, the primary

battle�eld for CRT has been hate speech regulation. No

one legal de�nition exists for hate speech, but it

generally refers to abusive language speci�cally

attacking a person or persons based on their race,

color, religion, ethnic group, gender, or sexual

orientation.

Hate speech is currently still protected by the First

Amendment. CRT scholars have critiqued this

protection and the ideology driving it. Early on, these

scholars focused primarily on the question of hate

speech codes on college campuses and later moved on

to review laws and court opinions concerning the

broader societal regulation of hate speech.

Scholars question First Amendment protection of speech that targets oppressed
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In R.A.V. v. St. Paul (1992), the Supreme Court struck down
a city ordinance that made it a crime to place a burning
cross or swastika anywhere “in an attempt to arouse anger
or alarm on the basis of race, color, creed, or religion.” In
this photo, white robed members of the Indiana Ku Klux
Klan watch a Kerosene soaked wood cross being raised in
place at a Klan rally in Mans�eld, Indiana, Saturday, July
27, 1985. The cross was burned after speeches by several
Klan  of�cials  from  other  states.  (AP  Photo/S.  Rossman,
used with permission from The Associated Press.)

groups

In general, these scholars argue that there is no societal value in protecting speech that targets already

oppressed groups. They also question the logic of using the First Amendment to protect speech that not only

has no social value, but also is socially and psychologically damaging to minority groups.

Perhaps the most well known and certainly the most proli�c CRT scholar on hate speech is Richard Delgado, a

founding member of the CRT movement who began publishing on hate speech in the early 1980s. On CRT’s

connection to the First Amendment, Delgado states, “Until now, the following argument has been

determinative: the First Amendment condemns that; therefore it is wrong. We are raising the possibility that

the correct argument may sometimes be: the First Amendment condemns that, therefore the First

Amendment (or the way we understand it) is wrong” (Delgado 1994: 173). He questions the old axiom that the

answer to disfavored speech is more speech, noting that power relationships might make it dif�cult or

impossible for members of socially disempowered groups to respond to certain types of speech.

CRT advocates have suggested laws that punish hate speech

Following the Supreme Court’s ruling in R.A.V. v. St.

Paul (1992), which seemingly closed the door on hate

speech regulation, Delgado continued to publish

extensively on the legality and necessity of hate

speech regulation. Relying heavily on social scienti�c

data, Delgado outlined the harm caused by racist

speech and developed a tort action for racial insults

that he believes could pass First Amendment scrutiny.

Mari Matsuda and Charles Lawrence are two more

early CRT proponents of hate speech regulation.

Matsuda suggested the creation of a legal doctrine to

limit hate speech in cases where the message is one of

racial inferiority, the message is directed against a

historically oppressed group, and the message is

persecutorial, hateful, and degrading.

Lawrence contends that the way in which scholars and

jurists enter the hate speech debate “makes heroes

out of bigots and fans the �ames of racial violence”
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(Lawrence 1990: 438). According to him, hate speech violates the Fourteenth Amendment. He has pushed for

the establishment of hate speech regulations that will further enhance the role of the First Amendment in

society, while still adhering to the principles of the Fourteenth Amendment.

This article was originally published in 2009. Chris Demaske is an associate professor of communication at

the University of Washington Tacoma. Her research explores issues of power associated with free speech and

free press and has covered topics including hate speech, academic freedom, and Internet pornography.
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5. If ever present-day believers need to focus on the inculcation, facilitation, 
and application of the Word of God, it is the present hour.  Interestingly 
enough, the doctrinal diatribe by which James scolds the members of his 
Jerusalem church and the remote Diaspora is no different than others 
delivered by pastors over the course of biblical history and which have 
continued throughout the two-millennia of the Church Age.   

6. Therefore, out of humility, consider yourselves to be the targets of James’ 
ongoing dressing down in the present hour.  His live audience in the first 
century A.D. are long-time gone. 

7. PRINCIPLE: You are his current parishioners.  Therefore, respond to what 
he keeps on communicating to you.  For the sins about which he chastises his 
former flock are the same ones being committed today. 

So far in James 4:11, we have advanced this far:  
James 4:11  Do not speak [ m» (mḗ )  katalalšw 
(katalaléō ) ] against one another, brethren.  (NASB) 

1. Our study of the doctrine of Reversionism delayed our return to this verse, 
but it is obvious that James is not letting up from his criticism of his 
parishioners’ sins of the tongue. 

2. The verb, katalaléō  means to communicate.  Katá means “down or against” 
while  laléō  means “to speak.”  Together they refer to slandering, maligning, 
judging, gossiping, or vilifying. 

3. The negative conjunction, m» (mḗ ) plus the verb, katalaléō , with the 
imperative mood is a command for them to stop what they are now doing 
which is slandering “one another,” i.e., fellow believers. 

4. It is bad enough to slander or vilify others with whom you have no close 
association, but to do so toward fellow believers is to do so against fellow 
members of the royal family of God. 

5. It does not matter what these fellow believers’ spiritual status happens to be.  
They can be in reversionism, they can be new believers with little doctrine, or 
those who are just out of fellowship. 

6. Everyone involved is out of fellowship to some degree.  The only common 
factor is they all are believers, but in various stages of spiritual decline.  
James is commanding them to enter into reversion recovery. 

7. Regardless of the current spiritual decline of each person, in the past they 
were positive toward serious study of Scripture.  Each was positive, making 
the advance in the edification complex of the soul, but influences from the 
Dark Side resulted in reversionism. 
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8. This inversion of thought was caused by propaganda spread by the faculty of 
the Satanic Academy of Cosmic Didactics. 

9. When truth is replaced by the lie, then standards and doctrines once 
facilitated from Bible study are gradually inhibited to be replaced by this 
cosmic propaganda. 

10. The things that replace biblical absolutes vary, but the world provides a wide 
variety of options from which to choose. 

11. James’s imperative to stop committing sins of the tongue is surely pertinent 
to the problem, but that problem has been pertinent throughout his writings 
so far.  The emphasis here is the degree to which sins of the tongue have 
amplified with regard to fellow believers. 

James 4:11a  Stop slandering one another, fellow 
members of the royal family of God.   (EXT) 

12. What follows next is not actually found in the original text of James if you 
consult the King James Version which reads, “He that speaketh evil of his 
brother ….”  This phrase was also used starting off the verse and here it is 
again.  

13. The Greek words for “evil” include, (1) the adjective, kakÒj (kakós): “in the 
moral sense: wicked, vicious,” or (2) the noun, qaàloj (thaúlos): “evil, 
wicked, depraved, or evil deeds.” 

14. In James 4:11, these words are not found, but the repetition of the verse’s 
opening word, “slandering”: katalalšw (katalaléō ).  This may be 
considered evil, but its inclusion is not found in the Greek text and thus the 
translator’s commentary rather than a translation.  

15. The verb, katalalšw (katalaléō ), which opens the verse, is the present 
active imperative plus the negative m» (mḗ ): “Speak not.”  Its second use is a 
present active participle which indicates a series of sins of the tongue.  

16. The inherent problem with mental attitude sins is their propensity to morph 
into sins of the tongue and all the various verbs from which one’s cosmic 
vocabulary may select. 

17. The word “slander” is the one James uses to describe the problem.  It might 
be instructive to take a brief look at how English dictionaries define the 
word: Slander: 
 Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, second ed.: Defamation, 

oral or written; a false report maliciously uttered and tending to 
injure the reputation of another.  To utter slander against; to 
defame. 
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